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We investigate electron transport through a two-dimensional semiconductor with a nonuniform Rashba
spin-orbit interaction. Due to the combination of the coherence effect and the Rashba interaction, a spontane-
ous spin-polarized current emerges in the absence of any magnetic material and magnetic field. For a two-
terminal device, only the local current contains polarization; however, with a four-terminal setup, a polarized
total current is produced. This phenomenon may offer a different way to generate a spin-polarized current, in
addition to the traditional spin-injection method.
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How to generate a spin-polarized current in a semicon-
ductor sSCd has been one of the most significant and chal-
lenging issues in condensed matter physics.1–3 Apart from
the fundamental physics interest, it may also have direct
commercial applications. Over the past several years, the is-
sue has attracted great experimental and theoretical efforts.
Due to the fact that semiconductors are in general spin un-
polarized, the key for generating polarized current in previ-
ous works was through spin injection, namely, to produce
spin-polarized electrons from a polarized sourcefe.g., a fer-
romagnetsFMd or polarized photong and then inject them
into a SC. However, among the currently existing spin-
injection methods,1,3 none is very satisfactory. For the spin
injection from a FM to a SC, its spin-polarization efficiency
is usually low with a typical polarization of around 1%.4 For
the polarized optical methods of spin injection, it is difficult
to integrate with electronic devices.5

Very recently, based on the Rashba spin-orbitsSOd inter-
action, some theoretical works proposed different approaches
to generating a spin-polarized current without FM
materials.6–8 For example, Ionicioiu and D’Amico proposed
a spin-polarizing device consisting of a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer with a Rashba SO interaction on one arm and a
threading magnetic flux passing the ring.6,9 The Rashba SO
interaction is an intrinsic interaction in a two-dimensional
electron systems2DESd of SC heterostructures.10,11 It origi-
nates from an asymmetrical-interface electric field, i.e., the
asymmetrical potential energy in the direction perpendicular
to the interface. The strength of the Rashba interaction can
be tuned and controlled by an external electric field or gate
voltage.12

In this paper, we predict that a spin-polarized current
spontaneously emerges in the SC in the presence of a non-
uniform Rashba SO interaction. In particular, this spin-
polarized current is an intrinsic property of the nonuniform
Rashba SC, and it does not need any magnetic materials or a
magnetic field. While under a voltage bias, a local polarized
current is produced everywhere, but with zero total polarized
current. However, for an open multiterminal setup, a total
polarized current emerges. Thus, our proposal offers an effi-
cient and simple method to generate a spin-polarized current.

We first show the principle of generating a spin-polarized

current. For simplicity, we assume two paths for an electron
traveling from one terminal of a sample to the otherfsee Fig.
1sadg, and t1 and t2 are their respective transmission coeffi-
cients. Because the Rashba interaction strengtha is tunable
in experiments,12 we choose differenta in the two paths. An
extreme case isa=0 in one path, e.g., path 1, and a largea
in path 2. This particular choice is not essential, but it brings
out the physics more clearly. Due to the Rashba interaction,
an extra phase is generated when an electron passes path 2.13

In particular, this phase is dependent on the spin of the inci-
dent electron. For a spin-up electron, the extra phase isw=
−kRL=−am*L /"2 swhereL is the length of path 2 andm* is
the electron effective massd, assuming that the Rashba en-
ergy is weak compared with the kinetic energy. On the other
hand, the phase is −w=kRL for a spin-down electron. If only
to consider the first-order tunneling process, the total trans-
mission probability for the spin-up incident electron isT↑
= ut1+ t2e

iwu2, which in general is different from that for the

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad Schematic diagram for an electron
transport through two paths in a two-terminal device.sbd Schematic
diagram for an open multiterminal device made of semiconductor
2DGS with four split gatessthe black regiond. The Rashba interac-
tion in the deep gray region differs from the rest of the system.scd
andsdd are the configurations for the specific two-terminal and four-
terminal systems, respectively.
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spin-down electron,T↓= ut1+ t2e
−iwu2. Therefore, a spin-

polarized current is spontaneously generated, and its polar-
ization p at zero temperature is

p =
T↑ − T↓
T↑ + T↓

=
2ut1t2usinu sinw

ut1u2 + ut2u2 + 2ut1t2ucosu cosw
, s1d

whereu is the phase difference betweent1 and t2.
Next, we consider a specific two-dimensional and two-

terminal SC system, shown in Fig. 1scd.14 In this device, two
wires, II and III, are in the center region. In order to show
that our results are general, we choose the system without the
mirror symmetry. In this setup, an incident electron from
terminal I traveling to terminal IV has two paths, i.e., passing
region II or III. If the Rashba interactiona’s are different in
regions II and III, the above-mentioned coherent effect will
occur. Then a spin-polarized current should be generated,
although there is no magnetic material or magnetic field.

The Hamiltonian for the two-terminal systemfFig. 1scdg
is

H =
px

2 + pz
2

2m* + Vsx,zd +
a

"
sszpx − sxpzd, s2d

whereVsx,zd is the potential energy. Here we letVsx,zd=0
in the regions I and IV,Vsx,zd=V2 sor V3d in the region IIsor
III d, andVsx,zd=` in other regions. The last term in Eq.s2d
is the Rashba interaction andasx,zd describes its strength.
For simplicity, we assume thata=0 in the regions I and IV,
and a=a2 and a3 in the regions II and III, respectively.
Boundary matching is employed to solve for the transmis-
sion coefficients.15,16 Assuming that the incident electron is

at the subbandn with the spin indexs and the energyE from
terminal I, and, to neglect the mixing of the intersubband in
regions II and III,13,17 the wave functionsFsx,zd in the re-
gions I to IV are written as follows:17

Fsx,yd =5
eikn

I xwn
I szds+ o

m

rmnse
−ikm

I xwm
I szds

o
m

amns
+ eikms

II+xwm
II szds+ o

m

amns
− eikms

II−xwm
II szds

o
m

bmns
+ eikms

III +xwm
III szds+ o

m

bmns
− eikms

III −xwm
III szds
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tmnse
ikm

IVxwm
IVszds

6 .

s= ↑ /↓ or ±1 is the spin index, ands also describes the
corresponding spin states, in whichs=s1,0dT for ↑ and s
=s0,1dT for ↓. wm

bszd sb=I, II, III, and IV d are orthonormal
transverse wave functions for the subbandm in the regionb.
km

I/IV and kms
g± sg=II or III d are the correspondingx-direction

wave vectors with km
I/IV=Îs2m* /"2dsE−Em

I/IVd and kms
g±

= ±Îs2m* /"2dsE−Vg−Em
g d+kRg

2 −skRg, in which kRg

;agm* /"2 and Em
b =s"2/2m*dsmp /Wbd2. tmns and rmns are

the transmission and reflection amplitudes, andamns
± andbmns

±

are constants to be determined by matching the boundary
conditions. Here the boundary conditions are18,19

uFsx,zdux=0−/L−= uFsx,zdux=0+/L+ and v̂xuFsx,zdux=0−/L−

= v̂xuFsx,zdux=0+/L++s2iU0/"dFs0/L ,zd, where v̂x=spx

+sz"kRd /m* is the velocity operator, andU0 are the Schottky
d barrier potentials at the interfaces.20 At the interface ofx
=0, for example, we have from the boundary conditions,
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wherezh;aL+Ws+D. Next, multiplyingw j
I*szdsT in the two

sides of the Eq.s3d and then integrating overz from 0 toWL,
Eq. s3d changes into

− r jns + o
m

Ajmamns
+ + o

m

Ajmamns
− + o

m

Bjmbmns
+ + o

m

Bjmbmns
−

= dnj, s5d

where

Ajm ; E
a

a+Ws

dzw j
I*szdwm

II szd,

Bjm ; E
zh

zh+Wn

dzw j
I*szdwm

III szd.

Similarly, we multiply w j
II*szdsT for w j

III *szdsTg in the two
sides of the firstsor secondd part of Eq.s4d and integrate over
z from aL sor zhd to aL+Ws sor zh+Wnd. Then Eq.s4d reduces
to

o
m

km
I Amjrmns+ Fkjs

II+ + skR2 +
2iU0m

*

"2 Gajns
+ + Fkjs

II− + skR2

+
2iU0m

*

"2 Gajns
− = kn

I Anj, s6d

o
m

km
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*
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III − + skR3

+
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*
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− = kn

I Bnj. s7d

By using the same method, we also can obtain another
three series of equations from the boundary conditions
at x=L. Combining them and the series of Eqs.s5d–s7d, there
are six series of equations all together. From these seriess
of equations, the six groups of unknown quantities,rmns,
amns

+ , amns
− , bmns

+ , bmns
− , and tmns, can exactly be obtained

straightforwardly. Notice that here all orders of reflection
and tunneling processes have been included. Also notice
that although the amount of the subbands in each region
is infinity, we can take it as a large but finite numberse.g.,
100d in the numerical calculations. We have checked that our
results remain unchanged when more subbands are consid-
ered. After solvingtmns, the transmission probabilityTs can
be obtained through the relationTssEd=om,nusE−En

I dusE
−Em

IVdskm
IV /kn

I dutmnsu2. Similarly, the currentsor conductanced
density at an arbitrary locationsx,zd can also be obtained.
For instance, the conductance densitygXssx,zd in thex direc-
tion in region IV is

gXssx,zd =
djXs

dV

=
e2

h
E dE

− ]fsEd
]E o

n

1

kn
ReFo

m

tmns
* e−ikm

IV*xwm
IVszdG

3Fo
m

tmnskm
IVeikm

IVxwm
IVszdG , s8d

where fsEd=1/fexpsE−EFd/kBT+1g is the Fermi distribution
function, withEF being the Fermi energy.

We numerically study the conductance densitygXssx,zd
and the local spin polarizationpsx,zd;fgX↑−gX↓g / fgX↑
+gX↓g. In the numerical calculations, we choose the system
sizes to beWL=WR=L=100 nm, Ws=Wn=30 nm, aL=0,
aR=30 nm, andD=10 nm. We also setkR3=0 and kR2
=0.015/nm, with the correspondinga2="2kR2/m* <3
310−11 eV m for m* =0.036me. Figure 2 showspsx,zd in
region IV. Herepsx,zd is clearly nonzero, and it can be over
15% at some locations. This means that the coherent effect as
shown in Fig. 1sad indeed plays a role in a finitepsx,zd. For
a further verification, we also study the following two cases
for which the coherent effect is expected to vanish:sid clos-
ing one channel, e.g., to make region III very narrow;sii d
settinga to be equal in both regions II and IIIsi.e., setting
a2=a3d. Indeed, we findpsx,zd=0 in both cases for any
sx,zd.

Now we show the behavior of the local spin polarization
psx,zd in detail by plottingpsx,zd fthe red dotted curve in
Fig. 3scdg and the corresponding conductance densitygX↑/↓
fsee Fig. 3sadg versusz at x=100 nm, i.e., the dotted-line
position in Fig. 2. Figure 3sad exhibits thatgX↑ andgX↓ have
a clear difference. In particular, at the peak position ofgX↑/↓
this difference remains, and it even reaches the largest value.
Moreover, the total conductanceGs=edzgXssx,zd is quite
large, se.g., G↑=G↓<1.2e2/h for the parameters of Fig. 2
and Figs. 3sad and 3sbd. This means that this system can
generate a large current density with a large local spin polar-
ization. More importantly, the above property always sur-
vives, as long as the system size is within the coherent

FIG. 2. The local spin polarizationpsx,zd vs x,z in region IV for
the two-terminal device. The parameters areV2=0, V3=−0.02 eV,
EF=0.013 eV,U;2m*U0/"2=0, andkBT=0.
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length. For example, atx=1000 nm,gX↑ andgX↓ still have a
large differencefsee Fig. 3sbdg andpsx,zd can exceed ±10%
in a wide range ofz fsee the red dotted curve in Fig. 3sddg.

Next we investigate how the local spin polarizationpsx,zd
depends on sample parameters.

sid When the potentialV3 varies slightly,psx,zd changes
substantially. It can vary from the largest positive value to
the largest negative value and vice versafsee Fig. 3scdg. This
characteristic is very useful. BecauseV3 can be controlled by
a gate voltage,psx,zd can also be tuned and controlled in an
experiment.

sii d If there exists an interface potentialU0, psx,zd is
barely affected. It may still exceed 10%fsee the blue dash-
dotted curve in Fig. 3sddg. But the conductancesGs andgXs
are weakened by a largeU0.

siii d With an increased distanceD between the two chan-
nels, the overlap of the two outgoing waves from the two
channels is smaller, sopsx,zd will reduce slightly fsee the
black solid curve in Fig. 3sddg. But upsx,zdu can still exceed
5% for D=50 nm.

sivd With a larger Fermi energyEF, more subbands in
regions I–IV are available that increaseGs and gXs. Mean-
while the variation ofpsx,zd versusz exhibits a stronger
oscillation, and its amplitude decreases slightlyfsee the ma-
genta dashed curve in Fig. 3sddg.

We emphasize that although the local spin polarization
psx,zd is fairly large almost everywhere,21 the total conduc-
tanceGs is unpolarizedsi.e., G↑=G↓d for any two-terminal
devices, because the two-terminalAB setup has a phase-
locking effect.22 We prove the above statement in detail be-
low. Due to the current conservation and the time-reversal
invariance, the transmission coefficient for a two-terminal
AB system without the spin degrees of freedom has the prop-
erty of TsE,fd=TsE,−fd, the so-called phase-locking effect,
wheref is the magnetic flux through theAB loop.23 In our

system, since there is no spin-flip process,13,17 the spin-up
and spin-down electrons can be treated as two independent
subsystems. In the spin-up system, when an electron passes
the lower channel, an extra phasew=−kR2L is added because
of the Rashba interaction.13 This extra phase plays the same
role as if an external magnetic flux threaded theAB loop, and
then we haveT↑sEd=TsE,wd. Similarly, for the spin-down
system, a fictitious magnetic flux −w appears, andT↓=TsE,
−wd. Therefore, T↑sEd=T↓sEd and Gs=se2/hdedEf
−]fsEd /]EgTssEd must be spin unpolarized, i.e.,G↑=G↓ for
any two-terminal devices.

In order to obtain a polarized total conductancesor cur-
rentd, we devote the rest of the paper to studying four-
terminal devices. Consider a specific four-terminal device as
shown in Fig. 1sdd, in which the rightsoutgoingd terminal
sthe original region IVd is split into three terminals at the
positionx=L+L2. Assuming an incident electron from termi-
nal I, the wave functionFsx,zd in the regions I–VIIfsee Fig.
1sddg can be written similarly as it is for the two-terminal
case. By matching the boundary conditions atx=0, L, and
L+L2, the transmission amplitudestmns

b sEd sb=V, VI, and
VII d from thenth subband of terminal I to themth subband
of terminalb can be exactly obtained, although the deductive
process is more complicated here. Afterwards, the transmis-
sion probability Ts

bsEd=om,nusE−En
I dusE−Em

bdkm
b /kn

I utmns
b u2

and the conductanceGs
b=se2/hdedEf−]fsEd /]EgTs

bsEd can
also be calculated. In the numerical calculations, we choose
the device geometry in the following manner: the left side
and the center regions II and III are the same as for the
two-terminal device, and the sizes on the right areaR
=50 nm, W5=W7=50 nm, W6=30 nm, WR=200 nm, and
L2=100 nmfsee Fig. 1sddg; To simplify, we set the potential
energyV and the Rashba interactiona in the regions I, IV, V,
VI, and VII to be zero. In a multiterminal device, the total
conductanceGs

b and the total current are spin polarized, so
we focus on Gs

b and its polarization pb fpb;sG↑
b

−G↓
bd / sG↑

b+G↓
bdg, instead of the local conductancegXssx,zd

and the local polarizationpsx,zd as in the two-terminal case.
Figures 4sad and 4sbd show the conductanceGs

VI and its
polarizationpVI versus the potentialV3. G↑

VI andG↓
VI show a

large difference. This difference can be more than 0.15e2/h
and pVI can exceed ±10% in a wide range ofV3. pVI versus
V3 exhibits an oscillatory behavior. In particular, it can oscil-
late from a maximum positivesor negatived value to a maxi-
mum negativesor positived value with changingV3. This
characteristic is very useful, meaning that the spin-polarized
direction and strength can be conveniently controlled in an
experiment by tuning the potentialV3. For the other two
terminals V and VII,Gs

V/VII andpV/VII have similar behaviors.
Below we emphasize two points:

sid It is the total conductancesor currentd that is polarized,
not only the conductance density with local polarization.
This polarization can survive within the spin-coherent length
instead of the electron-coherent length, as in the two-
terminal case. Usually, the former may be much longer than
the latter.23

sii d In the present device, the spin-polarized current is
generated without a magnetic material or a magnetic field. In
the zero-bias case, anywhere inside the sample is nonmag-

FIG. 3. sColor onlined sad and sbd, gX↑ sblack solid curved and
gX↓ sred dotted curved vs z for x=100 nmfin sadg andx=1000 nm
fin sbdg. scd psx,zd vs z for V3=−0.023,−0.02sthe red dotted curved,
−0.026, −0.028, and −0.031 eV along the arrow direction.sdd
psx,zd vs z for the cases ofsid x=1000 nmsred dotted curved, sii d
U=0.2/nm sblue dash-dotted curved, siii d D=20 nm and aR

=20 nmsblack solid curved, andsivd EF=0.05 eVsmagenta dashed
curved. The other nomentioned parameters insad, sbd, scd, and sdd
are the same as for Fig. 2 and atx=100 nm.
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netic. When a bias is added, a spin-polarized current sponta-
neously emerges due to the coherent effect and a nonuniform
Rashba interaction.

We now study how the polarizationpVI depends on other
parameters:

sid pVI versus the Fermi energyEF exhibits disorderlike
oscillating behavior, and the amplitude slightly weakens at
high EF fsee Fig. 4scdg.

sii d pVI versuskR2 si.e.,a2d is a sinusoidlike curve with the
period,2p fFig. 4sddg. But it is not an exact periodic func-
tion because the Rashba interaction also gives rise to an en-
ergy term"2kR

2 /2m* except for the extra phase −skRL.

siii d Figure 4sed showspVI versuskR3 si.e., a3d. Clearly
kR3=0 is not essential for a nonzeropVI. As long asukR3

−kR2uÞ0, a spin-polarized current appears.
Finally, let us discuss the realizability. To add a gatefthe

deep gray region in Fig. 1sbdg in a SC 2DGS, one can make
the Rashba interactiona in this region different from thea in
other regions.12 Then, under a bias, a local spin-polarized
current is automatically induced. If four extra split gatesfthe
black one in Fig. 1sbdg are added to form an open multiter-
minal device, a total spin-polarized current is generated from
the source to the drain. Notice that the device in Fig. 1sbd
was realized about 15 years ago.24 Moreover, this device is
much more open than the above-mentioned four-terminal de-
vice fFig. 1sddg. The phase-locking effect is more severely
destroyed; hence, this kind of setup will have a much larger
p. In fact, if the system is sufficiently open, then only the
first-order tunneling process exists due to the current bypass
effect, and the spin-polarizationp can reach 100% atut1u
= ut2u andu=w=p /2 fsee Eq.s1dg.

In summary, we propose a different method for generating
a spin-polarized current, in addition to the traditional spin-
injection approach. Here the spin-polarized current is in-
duced due to the combination of the quantum coherent effect
and the Rashba spin-orbit interaction. In the two-terminal
device, a local spin-polarized current is produced, while in
an open multiterminal setup, a total spin-polarized current
emerges in the absence of magnetic material or an external
magnetic field.
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